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The importance of branding & the CalFresh brand
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‣ why brands matter

‣ why names matters 

‣ the importance of the naming process

‣ how CalFresh gets it right

‣ why execution is important

covered in this presentation
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Volvo = Safety

1927             1940                 1958                 1978                2011
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‣ recognized by Forbes magazine as a “leader in 
safety”

‣ Traffic Safety Achievement Award, World Traffic 
Symposium

‣ NHTSA 5-Star Safety Rating for XC60

‣ L'Automobile Magazine 2008 "Innovation for 
Safety"

‣ Volvo = Safety

customer perceptions
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‣ they are the cheapest form of advertising

‣ they are the easiest way to reference a brand

‣ they reflect on you and your business

‣ you never want to have to change them

‣ they matter to customers and drive brand loyalty

why names matter
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‣ GMAC > Ally Bank

‣ America Online > AOL

‣ GTE/Bell Atlantic > Verizon

successful name changes
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‣ have clear objectives for the name

‣ understand the target audience

‣ generate many candidates

‣ make sure they are available for use

‣ roll out the new name

why a (re)naming process is important
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‣ directly addresses the stigma

‣ a name that appeals to the target audience

‣ in line with other CA govt programs

‣ full of positive messages

how CalFresh gets it right
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Is there a stigma around food stamps? 
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Which future do I want? More food 
stamps? Or more paychecks?

- Newt Gingrich 
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How do we know we’re speaking to the 
target audience?
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• Focus group research with current and potential CalFresh participants 
(4 groups, 12 adults each, participants and potential participants, both in 
Spanish and English)

• Internal stakeholder group daylong workshop to discuss important 
concepts

• Creative exploratory period for marketing firm to develop 10-15 
preliminary brand concepts

• Internal stakeholder group feedback provided to narrow down brand 
concepts

• Initial brand concept provided to research firm for testing

• Wide audience research on initial brand concepts

- One on one interviews

- Online survey (650 participants, income of $35,000 or less)

• Final brand development and presentation to Department of Social 
Services based on research and feedback
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How does it fit with existing names?
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What are the positive associations?
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Fresh
food

Fresh
start

Healthy
choices

Eat your 
colors Breath of

fresh air

Local
sources

CalFresh = 
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‣ consumers need a smooth, clear transition

‣ first experience sets expectations

‣ getting buy-in ensures success

‣ need a deadline for completing the transition

why execution is important
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‣ use the new name consistently and often

‣ be open and transparent about the name change

‣ use new collateral when possible

‣ set up new touchpoints for the brand (web, twitter, 
ads, press, partners)

‣ embrace the new name!

how to ensure a successful transition
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thankyou!
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